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In a recent paper [5] the present author showed how one may obtain 
nontrivial effective lower bounds on the “diophantine approximation” 
of algebraic functions over certain fields K of characteristic zero by 
rational functions over E;, the algebraic closure of K. (In particular we 
could handle the case where K was the rational numbers.) One would 
hope to extend such results to the case in which K has characteristic 
p>O. Also, it would be nice to be able to extend these results to all fields 
of characteristic zero. We shall make contributions in both directions in 
the present paper. Because of an example given by Mahler, it is known 
that for some algebraic functions w(z) over fields of positive characteristic 
a trivial “Liouville type” of bound (defined below) is actually best possible; 
thus, the case of positive characteristic has a richness and complexity 
missing in the case of characteristic zero. The new methods needed to 
deal with the case of positive characteristic are, generally speaking, 
applicable to the case of characteristic zero also and, in fact, allow one 
to demand in some cases no more than that K have characteristic zero. 
There is a price to be paid, unfortunately, for this generality; the bounds 
are usually inferior to those given in [5]. On the other hand we are in 
a position now to set K = C (the complex numbers) and to place effective 
upper bounds on the degrees of polynomial solutions to certain types of 
functional equations, including certain nonlinear differential equations 
with coeflicients in C[z]. 
In [4] MAHLER observed that if K has characteristic p> 0 the series 
w(x) =zEO z-p’ is algebraic over K(x), i.e. w”(z)- w(z) =2-l, and that, for 
each positive integer N, 
ord (w(z) - z x-pi) =@‘+I =p(deg 2~~). 
j==O 
(As in [5] ord f denotes the order of vanishing of f at Z= co, if f is 
given by a power series in z-1. Later we shall have occasion to extend 
the valuation ord to larger fields of functions.) MAHLER commented in 
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[4] that it would be interesting to know if the “Liouville bound”, i.e. a 
bound of the form (deg w(x)). (deg s(z)) +K for some constant K, can be 
nontrivially improved for all algebraic functions w(z) of degree 2 tn <p 
given by power series in z- 1. Our first Theorem states that such an im- 
provement is not possible in general. 
THEOREM I. If (n, p) = 1 or n =p”, for some positive integer a, then 
there exists an algebraic function of degree n over K(z) for which a 
Liouville type of bound is best possible. 
(Our Theorem I contradicts, in part, the Theorem of [I], since the 
statement there would imply that the analogue of Roth’s Theorem can 
fail only if the algebraic function has degree divisible by p, Professor 
Armitage has informed me that he will publish soon a revised version of this 
result which takes into account the existence of additional exceptional cases. 
From the proof of Theorem I it becomes clear that if p> 3 then 
(1+2-1)-l/3, hence also (1 +z-1)2/s, is an example of a function for which 
the Liouville bound is best possible. But then, unfortunately, the Theorem 
in [2] is false. This may be seen by considering the sequence of best 
rational approximations w(x)/u(z) of (1 +x-1)2/3 and choosing any sequence 
of w(z) such that every 
ord (V(Z)-( l+~-~)~k(z))>O. 
The power series analogue of Littlewood’s theorem is therefore still un- 
decided for positive characteristic.) 
However, as we shall see, in “most” cases an effective, nontrivial 
statement can be made. The essential condition is that if the characteristic 
p of K is positive then w(z) must not satisfy the generalized Riccati 
differential equation. That is, if w’(z) is defined, it must not equal 
a(~@))~ +P(w(z)) + y with CL, /3, and y in K(z). Before proceeding we need 
to clarify what we mean in general by ord and by the derivative of an 
algebraic function. In dealing with algebraic functions over K(z) which 
do not have power series expansions about z=cc we shall mean by ord 
any extension of the valuation ord defined above for K(x) to the field 
in question. Such extensions always exist. See [6] for example. We shall 
show that it is possible to uniquely define a derivative on any separable 
extension of K(x), i.e. an extension of “ordinary” formal differentiation 
which both satisfies Leibnitz’s rule for differentiation of products and is 
additive. Elements which generate non-separable extensions of K(z) can 
not have such a derivative defined on them. Such non-differentiable 
functions w(x) do not have power series expansions about x = 00 and we 
are later able to show how one may effectively bound from above 
ord (w(z)-Y(x)/s(z)) for all r(x), a(~)#0 in B(z), if w’(z) does not exist. 
With these definitions it is easy to prove: 
THEOREM II. Suppose that a) K is any field, b) w(z) is a zero of a 
nonzero q=q(y, x) E K[y, z], c) w(z) 6 H(z), d) n> 2 is an upper bound on 
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deg, q, and e) we know an upper bound on deg, q. Then either 
(i) ord (W(Z) - ~(z)/s(z)) < (12 - 1) deg s(z) +Ks for some effectively compu- 
table Kz depending only on n and our bound on deg, q, or 
(ii) the characteristic of K is positive and w(x) satisfies the generalized 
Riccati equation. 
A deeper result is: 
THEOREM III. Let the hypotheses be as in Theorem II. Then eitheri) (i) 
ord (w(z) -r(x)/s(z)) < [(n+ 3)/2] (deg S(Z)) + KS for an effectively compu- 
table KS depending only on n and our bound on deg, q or (ii) the charac- 
teristic of K is positive and w(z) satisfies the generalized Riccati Equation. 
We notice that both Theorem II and Theorem III extend Theorem I’ 
of [5] in the sense that the constant coefficients of q(z, y) do not enter 
into the result. An ideal type of bound should have this property, since 
in many applications one knows little arithmetically about the field K, 
e.g. suppose K = C. Of course, we do not obtain nearly as good a multi- 
plicative constant as our q(n) in [5] which was less than (log n)2 if n> 8. 
Our next result assumes more knowledge of the function w(x), and 
possibly of the field K, but gives us in return a possibly much better multi- 
plicative constant in our upper bound. For the case of characteristic zero 
one would hope to usually obtain below a multiplicative constant of 
O((log n)2) without extensive knowledge of algebraic structure the field K. 
However, for the case of characteristic p>O, O(nllp) is the best that one 
could hope to obtain (as will become clear shortly), since @/a%~ f = 0 for all 
differentiable algebraic functions f. (This will be proven in Section I. Also 
see [5] for the definition of the denomination of a differential polynomial.) 
THEOREM IV. Suppose that a) K is any field, b) q =q(x, y) E K[x, y], 
c) q is of degree exactly n> 3 with no repeated roots, and d) deg, q is 
bounded from above. Suppose that if K has characteristic p>O then 
q(z, y) has no factor in E(x)[y] of degree divisible by p. Suppose that 
there are m>n different monomials n&y) each of the form 1Tj(y(i))ef 
with denomination at most r- 1, for some integer r> 3, such that the 
TTk (Y) span JW[ylld~~ Y) over K(z). Suppose, further, that W(Z) $ E(z) 
is a zero of q(z, y). Then there exists an effectively computable positive 
integer K4 such that 
ord (w(z) -+)/s(x)) < r(deg s(z)) + & 
for all Y(X) and s(z) f0 in K(x). 
EXAMPLE. If y’=a,,y%+... +a1 y+ao for a set of aj E K(z) and 
3<nl<n-1 then l,y,..., yn-2, y’ yn-ml-1 is a collection of differential 
monomials as required above. Notice that here r= max {n - 1, n - nl + 2> = 
= n - 1, which one may compare with Theorem II. 
Our next theorem has to do with applications of Theorems I-III to 
equations in two variables. It is analogous to results about diophantine 
1) The square brackets in the text formula denote the greatest integer function. 
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equations obtained from lower bounds on the diophantine approximation 
of algebraic numbers by rational numbers. In applications, however, 
some of the statements look quite different since we have an additional 
operation at our disposal in these equations, i.e. differentiation. 
Suppose that for some Z(u, z) E K[u, z] of degree exactly n with no 
repeated zeros, we know that for each zero w(z) of Z(u, z) which is not in 
E(x), ord (w(z) - r(z)/s(x)) < t(deg s(z)) + KS for some 2 < z <n - 1 and some 
effectively computable constant KS independent of T(Z) and s(z) # 0 in .&?[z]. 
THEOREM V. Given the equation g(X, Y, x) = It(X, Y, z) where 
g=g(X, Y, x)=XnZ(YX-1, ) x , with I(%, z) as above, h=h(X, Y, x) belongs 
to K[X, Y, z], deg, g and deg, h. are bounded effectively from above, h# 0, 
the total degree in X and Y of h is less than n-z, and X=X(z) and 
Y = Y(z) are to be elements of H[z], then we may effectively bound from 
above the degrees of all solutions X(z) and Y(z) ofthe equation g(X, Y, z) = 
=h(X, Y, x), unless g and h have a common factor of the form s(z)X - 
--T(X) Y for T(X) and s(x) in E[x]. 
We remark that if h(0, 0, x)#O then there is no such factor. 
Professor Lee Rubel asked the author if, given that an analytic function 
f(x) = r-o a, xn satisfies a particular algebraic equation could one place 
a bound on the length of the gaps in its power series expansion, in the 
sense that one could effectively determine integers cl and GZ such that 
if n>ci then one of a,+l, . . . . a(c2)n is nonzero. After a change of variables, 
Lemma IV of [5] assures us that except for choosing cl such that no 
X=0 anxn with N> cl is a solution of the above algebraic differential 
equation, we can do this. Lemma I of [5] establishes that such a cl does 
exist but does not give us any idea of how to effectively compute ~1 
unless we have very complete knowledge of the field F generated over Q 
by the a,‘s and the constant coefficients of our algebraic differential 
equation. However, Theorem V above allows us to avoid demanding, 
in some cases at least, much knowledge of B in order to effectively compute 
cl and cs. We notice that if Theorems II or III are used to obtain the 
inequality concerning w(x) in the hypotheses of Theorem V then all that 
we need to know about the constant coefficients of the equation g(X, Y, z) = 
= h(X, Y, z) is that, say, h(0, 0, x) # 0 and that Z(u, z) does not have any 
repeated zeros. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the differential equation g( Y, Y’, x) = h( Y, Y’, z) 
where g(X, Y, z) and h(X, Y, z) are as in Theorem V with K = C. Clearly 
one may now effectively compute ci and ca. 
As a Corollary of Proof of Theorem V we shall show (see Section II) 
that we may effectively compute cl and cs for any differential equation 
of the form 
( ,fj ( Y(j))e3) DcZ( Y’ Y-1, z) = h( Y, Y’, x) 
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where Z is as in Theorem V, q~> 0, each ej> 0, h(X, Y, z) E C[X, Y, z] has 
total degree in X and Y at most (z=, ej) -z- 1, and there do not exist 
T(X) and s(z) in G[z] such that s(z)X-r(z)Y divides h(X, Y, z). 
EXAMPLES. Given the differential equation g( Y, Y’, x) =h( Y, Y’, Z) as 
above consider solutions of the form y =zj pj(a) e’i”, for a collection of 
distinct complex numbers Aj and a collection of pj(x) in C[z]. Putting 
K = C(e’l’, . . . , e’mZ ) in Theorem V we see that if g and h have no common 
factor of the form s(z)Y -+)Y’, with r(z) and s(x) in C[z], we may 
effectively bound from above maxj {deg, pj(x)}. Now replace K in Theorem 
V by C(z), keep g and h as there, replace X by Y and Y by Y’ (as above), 
and write Y = Ci qj(efi)xi, for a collection of Q(X) E E(x). We may effectively 
compute an upper bound on deg, qj(x) for all solutions Y of g( Y, Y’, z) = 
= h( Y, Y’, z), if g and h have no common factor of s(x)Y -r(z) Y’ with 
r(x) and s(z) in H[eZ], hence in C(z). Obviously to obtain a less trivial 
example one should demand that g and h each belong to C[X, Y, ez, x] 
instead of merely C[X, Y, z].) Generally if we choose fi, . . . . fm . . . . an 
infinite collection of functions such that x is not algebraic over K = C(fl, . . . ; 
fl’, *.. ) then we may effectively bound from above the degree in z of any 
solution of the form z:j f& to the differential equation g( Y, Y’, z) = 
= h( Y, Y’, x) if g and h are as in Theorem V and have no common factor 
of the form s(x) Y -T(Z) Y’ with s(x) and T(Z) in E[z]. 
As a Corollary of Proof of Theorem III we shall prove the following 
statement. Suppose we are given p(y, z)y’=p(y, x) with both p(y, z) and 
q(y, z) E K[y, x] (for any field K of characteristic zero), with (p(y, x), 
p(y, x))= 1, with p(y, x) #O, and with p(y, x)y’=q(y, Z) not a generalized 
Riccati equation. Then given upper bounds on deg, ~(2, y), degzp(y, z), 
deg, q(y, ~1, degz &,I, 4, and ord yl (for any solution yl of ply, z)y’=q(y, x) 
which has a fractional order power series expansion about x= co), one 
may effectively bound from above 
ord (yl - r(4/s(x)) - (d enomination of p(y, y’, x))(degz s(x)). 
Also, one may effectively bound from above deg, s(x) for all solutions 
r(x)/s(z) of p(y, x)y’=q(y, Z) with r(z) and s(z)+0 in g(x) and (r(z), s(x)) = 1. 
SECTION I 
PROOF OF THEOREM I. Substituting pa for p in Mahler’s example, we 
have the desired statement for n=p” and oc= 1, 2, . . . . Next, consider the 
series 
w(x)=l+ f z-""(1 +~-l)w-lwlrl, 
nZ=O 
for any positive integer k which is a power of p. One may verify that 
(1 +z-l)w”(x) = w(z). It follows that w(z) satisfies an algebraic equation 
of degree k - 1 over K(z). Set &l = 1 +zmO ~-k~( 1 + ~-i)(*~-i)(k--l)-‘. Then 
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ord (w(z) -&I) > k l+i. The degree of the denominator of QZ is exactly 
#V+(kl-l)(k-l)-1=(Ic Ifi- l)(k- 1)-i. Thus the Liouville bound is best 
possible here also. Consider, for any l~l dividing k - 1, ord ((W(X))% -&I%) > 
> ord (w(z) -&I) > (Ic- l)ki-l(deg Q&). If (n, p) = 1, we may set k=+“) 
and Ll= @q(n) - l)n-1. This proves Theorem I. 
What may seem strange about the proof of Theorem I is that in any 
field of characteristic zero, we have, by Theorem I’ of [Kj, 
(2) ord (( 1 + ~-1)-o/n) - r(z)/s(x)) < 2(deg s(x)) + 1 
for all T(X), s(z) E R(Z) with s(x) # 0. This latter statement is even a best 
possible statement in that the integer 1 can not be replaced by any smaller 
integer. In any field K we must have that any root w(x) of yfi = (1 +x-1)-i 
which is differentiable satisfies the linear homogeneous differential equation 
(3) ny’ = (1 + ~-l)(z-~) y, 
which is a special case of the generalized Riccati equation. In the case 
of characteristic zero, we were able to show that this differential equation 
implied (2). The place where the previous argument does not go through 
is where we concluded that if T(X) E E(x) and r(x) was a solution of (3) 
then T(x)=cw(z), for some c with c’= 0; hence, c=O since w(x) $ x(z). 
In the present situation, all that we know is (as we shall next show) 
that G)== (f( )) ( ) x rw z , with f(z) being differentiable. More generally, Theo- 
rem I of [5] does not always hold in this case due to the fact that the 
f(m) of Lemma I of [5] may vanish (for p > 0) for infinitely many integers m. 
Before proceeding further, we need to settle the two questions of for 
what algebraic functions we may define derivatives and how we may 
effectively bound from above each ord (w(x)-r(z)/s(z)) for every fixed 
non-differentiable W(Z) and all. T(Z), s(z) E g[x] with s(z)#O. Suppose that 
we have an equation q=q(y, x) = 0 where q(y, x) is of degree n > 2 in y 
and has no repeated roots. Suppose that w(z) is a solution of this latter 
equation. Obviously, if we can extend djdz to K(x)[w(z)] as a linear operator 
with Leibnitz’s rule holding then w’(z) = -q,(w(x), x)(q,(w(z), z))-1, so 
uniqueness is no problem. Let us first define d/dx on K(z)[y], formally, 
by setting d/dx(Cj a&)yj) = (Gja&i)y’ + zj ai’yj, where y’ is an unspecified 
element of K(x)[y]. One may check that Leibnitz’s rule holds formally 
regardless of the choice of y’. Setting y’ = -qz(qy)-1 modulo q we verify 
using Leibnitz’s rule that for all Q(y, z) in K(x)[y], d/dx(Q(y, z)q(y, x)) = 0 
modulo p(x, y). Thus, we have a well defined differentiation on K(z)[y]/ 
q(y, x). If we now take q(y, x) to be irreducible then K(x)[y]/q(y, x) s 
&X(x, w(z)) so we are through. 
On series expansions about x=00, formal term by term differentiation 
satisfies Leibnitz’s rule so it agrees with the above differentiation. Thus, 
for all x(x) E Z(Z), d/d2 X(Z) = 0 + x(z) = xl(xp) where xl(x) E E(x). If p > 0 
applying (d/dx)r to our q(y, z) above, collecting terms, and reducing 
modulo p we obtain y(p)= 0. Also, using Leibnitz’s rule, we have that 
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d/dz(v(z))P = 0 f or each differentiable v(x). Suppose q(y, x) is manic, irre- 
ducible, and separable and that d/dz W(Z) = 0. Using implicit differentiation, 
we see that q,(w(x), Z) =O. Since q(y, Z) is irreducible and deg, q&q, z)< 
<deg, q(y, z) it follows that g(y, z)=t(y, 2”) where t(y, x) E K[y, x] and 
t(y, x) is separable (since p(y, z) is separable). Set w(z)= ($2))~. We have 
then that t2/(v(z), z) = 0 so V’(X) is defined. Thus, in general, w’(z)=0 G- 
*w(x)= (v(z))P where V(X ) is differentiable. If w(z) is inseparable, then 
w’(x) can not be defined since if it were, using implicit differentiation, 
we would have, for a polynomial p(y, Z) as above except inseparable, 
qZ(w(z), x) = 0 with q&, Z) # 0 (if q&q, Z) were zero we would have q(y, Z) = 
=u(yp, XP) = (u(y, 2))~ for some u(y, x) E K[y, z] so q(y, Z) would not be 
irreducible). On the other hand, if w(x) is inseparable then we know that 
there exists some minimal j> 1 such that (~(2))“~ is separable; hence, 
w(z)pi is differentiable and ((w(z))pj)’ # 0 (if ((w(z))p?)’ = 0 then by our work 
above and (~(2))“~ = ((w(x))pi-‘)p we see that (w(z))pi-’ is differentiable, 
hence separable). 
We need now to know that we may extend ord to a valuation on 
K(.z, w(z)) for any algebraic function w(z). This is established in [S] where 
it is shown that any “place” (and corresponding valuation) can be extended 
in at least one way to K(.z, w(z)). Also in [3] (p. 14) it is shown that for 
each finite extension of K(z, w(z)) there exists an integer c such that, 
for all x E K(x, w(x)), ord (x’) > ord (x)--c. The integer c is constructed 
non-eflectively however. 
Below, in Lemma II, we shall show that for a fixed w(z) and positive 
integer N we may effectively compute c such that each ord ((w(z) - 
-r(z)/s(z))(j)) > ord (W(Z) -r(z)/s(x)) - , f c or all 0 <j < N, where N is some 
preassigned integer, and all T(X) and S(Z) #O in g(x), if ord (w(z)- 
- r(x)/s(x)) > c. All that we need to know about w(z) is (say) upper bounds 
on the degrees in y and z of the irreducible polynomial for w(z) over K. 
Let us assume this result for the moment in proving the following lemma: 
LEMMA I. Suppose that w(x) is inseparable over K(z) and that upper 
bounds are known on the degrees in y and z of some nonzero element of 
K[y, Z] of which w(z) is a zero. Then one may effectively bound ord (w(z) - 
-r(x)/s(x)) from above for all T(Z) and s(z) # 0 in x[x]. 
PROOF: For some minimal j > 1, which may be effectively bounded 
from above, (w(x)) pi is separable. Thus 
ord (w(d - +4/44) 
=p-j ord ((w(x) - Y(x)/s(.z))“~) 
=p-j ord ((w(z))pi - r(~@‘)/s(z”~)) 
<p-j [ord ((w(z))pi)’ + c] 
unless 
ord (w(&) - (z~~)/s(z@)) <c. 
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Thus all that we need to do in order to complete our proof is to effectively 
bound ord ((w(x))@)‘) f rom above. We may calculate upper bounds on the 
degrees of z and y in an irreducible polynomial, say q(y, x), which has 
v(x) = (~(2))“~ as a zero. Suppose that deg, q(y, x) = n > 2. Note that w’(x) # 0 
as j is minimal. One may imagine solving for At(x), 1 G t G n - 1, and 
B,(x), 0 Q s Q n - 2, in K(x) such that (zt .&(x)wt)~~~(v, z) + zs B,(z)v~)q(w, x) = 
= -~JzJ, x) # 0. Since zt At(x)vt(x) =v’(z) the At(z) are unique. It then 
follows that the B,(z) must be unique also. Hence, one may use Cramer’s 
rule in solving for the A&) and B,(x). This allows us to effectively bound 
from above the degrees of the numerators and denominators of the A&). 
Now ord (xt At(x)wt(x)) may be effectively bounded from above since the 
product of &A ( ) t( ) t x w x with all of its conjugates is a nonzero rational 
function with ord which may be effectively bounded from above, and 
ord of each of these conjugates may be trivially bounded from below. 
This bound depends on n but we have only a finite number of possible 
values of n. This proves Lemma I. 
In the proofs of Theorems II-IV then we shall assume, without loss 
of generality, that w(z) is differentiable. Below let K have positive charac- 
teristic and let N be a positive integer. 
LEMMA II. If p(y, x) E K[y, x] has no repeated roots then there exists 
an effectively computable positive integer c, depending only on upper 
bounds on deg, q(y, x) and deg, q(y, x) such that if yr 6 E(x) is a zero of 
q(z, y) and ord (yl - r(x)/s(x)) >c then 
ord ((yi -r(z)/s(x))e)) > ord (yr-r(x)/s(z)) -c, 
for each 1 <j<N and all r(z), s(x) # 0 in E(z). 
(In case p= 0 this result follows easily, using the Puiseaux expansion, 
with c=O for all j>O.) 
PROOF : If ord (yl -M/+)) is sufficiently large then a(r(x)/s(x), z) # 0. 
To make this effective notice that we may effectively bound the degrees 
of the numerators and the denominators of the coefficients of X in 
l-T3*kw--(Y3-Yk)) and, hence, bound each ord (yr - ~3) from below. Since 
ord (J&+~c (~3 -ye) may be effectively bounded from above we may now 
effectively bound each ord (yr - y3) from above. Thus, we may effectively 
choose cl such that if ord (yr -r(x)/s(x)) > cl then q(r(x)/s(z), x) # 0. By a 
similar argument, we may effectively bound ord yi from above. Thus we 
may, in choosing cl, require that ord yl = ord (r(x)/s(x)). One may similarly 
look at the coefficients of nC,(4Jy3, x)X+q,(y~, z)) and effectively bound 
ord (yi’) from below. Where 
4(~, 4 = an PI (Y -~3) set 41 =an ,$ W4W - y3). 
One may effectively bound ord (al’) from below, by what we have seem 
above. Since yr is not a multiple root of a(z, y) =O, if ord (yi-r(x)/+)) 
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is larger than some effectively computable number we may effectively 
bound ord 41 from above by 
0raa,+(98-i)( max (0rd (yf-~1))). 
2<i<n 
Additionally, if ord (yl -+)/s(z)) is sufficiently large, we may conclude 
that ord (p(r(x)/s(x), z)) > 1. If the following set has two elements in it, we 
will have 
= ord (q(r(z)/s(.~), 2)) + 1 = 0rd fw 
( > 
S(X) -yl +0rd (ql)+ 1. 
There exists an effectively computable cg> cl such that if 
0ra ((+O(d -YI)‘) G 0d (+)/~(.4 - yl) - c2 
then the above set contains two elements, since as we have seen, ord (ql’) 
is effectively bounded from below for all T(Z) and s(x) as above and, also, 
ord (41) is effectively bounded from above for all r(x) and s(z) as above. If 
then the second number in the above set is smaller so we have 
ora (($j -yJ)+ord (ql)=Ord ($$ -yl) +Od(ql)+l. 
If not we still have our result for the case j = 1. Substituting yl’ for 
yl and using the above argument, along with the above result, we may 
prove our result for the case j= 2. Continuing, we establish the result 
for J-=1, 2, . . . . N for one value of c. This proves Lemma II. 
PROOF OF THEOREM II. We shall use Lemma IV of [5]. We shall 
exhibit two differential polynomials each of denomination at most n- 1 
such that if ~(z)/s(x) E If(x) th en only those r(x)/+) which are zeros of 
q(z, y) can be zeros of both differential polynomials. We may effectively 
bound deg s(x) from above for these solutions (where (r(z), s(x))= 1) so 
Theorem II will follow. Without loss of generality suppose that q(y, z) 
is monk and of degree t in. Suppose further that 
t1 
yl'= 2 ai(z) YIJ 
i=o 
where each aj(z) E K(z), at,(x) $ 0, and 3 < tl Q t - 1 fn- 1. Then our two 
differential polynomials are t1 
(9 y’ - 2 a&) yj and 
j=o t1-1 
(ii) MY, 4 -Y? + (atl(WIPIW- Ito aA4 ~9. 
8 Indagationes 
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Since both equations have denomination at most n- 1 we have proven 
Theorem II. 
PROOF OF THEOREM III. Set d = [(n - 1)/2]. Suppose for the moment 
that q(y, x) is irreducible of degree n. Consider the n+ 1 functions 
1, Y, -** , yn-@+I), yOy’, . . .) y”y’. If one imagines stopping this sequence when 
there is first a dependence relation and applying Cramer’s rule to solve 
for coefficients of the dependence relation he sees that we may assume 
that our algebraic function yi satisfies the differential equation ~(y, z)y’= 
=qi(y, z) where ~(y, z)#O, pi(y, z)#O (since w(z) does not satisfy the 
generalized Riccati equation) both ~(y, z) and qi(y, x) E K[y, x], and both 
deg,p(y, z) and deg, qi(y, x) are effectively bounded from above. Further 
we may assume that (~(y, x), ql(y, z)) = 1 and that we do not have that 
deg,P(y, z)=O and deg, qr(y, x)<2, i.e., an equation proportional to the 
generalized Riccati equation. Since our equation has denomination at 
most [(n + 3)/2-i our result holds for all r(x)/s(z) except for those which 
are solutions of our differential equation. We wish to investigate the 
character of such solutions r(x)/s(x). If deg, ~(y, x) = 0 we may substitute 
y-i for y and bt o ain (since deg, qi(y, Z) > 2) a differential equation of the 
form pi(y, z)y’=ql(y, z) which is satisfied by s(z)/+) and in which 
degv MY, 4 s 1. 
As it will turn out, without any real loss of generality, we need only 
look for solutions +)/s(x) of ~(y, x)y’= qr(y, x) where deg, ~(y, z) > 1, 
~(y, z) is manic, and (r(z), s(x)) = 1. Let y- 8 denote a factor of ~(y, z) 
for some 19 in the algebraic closure of K(z). Consider, for each x0 E if, 
Since ~(y, Z) is manic there exists no xo such that ord,, 8< 0; hence, if 
or&, 
we see that r(x)/s(z) has a Taylor series expansion about x=x0, and both 
or&,, (r(z)/@)) and 
or&, f-(4 ’ 
(( )) so 
are non-negative. Applying this information to our differential equation 
above with y =r(z)/s(z), we see that if 
then x0 must be one of the (finite number of) zeros of q(0, x) (since 
(~(y, x), q(y, z))= 1) and we may effectively bound from above the number 
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of zeros of q(O, x) by deg, N(q(8, x)), w h ere N(x) denotes the norm of x. 
If any 
we have a contradiction, since the left hand side of our differential equation 
has ord,, at least 
while the right hand side has ordz,, equal to 
ord,, q(8, x) G deg, N(p(B, z) < ord,, 
Set P(Y, 4=ll& (Y-w. 3- rom our bounds above, it follows that 
deg, (nFel (r(x) -@s(x)) is uniformly bounded. 
Thus, even if p(y, x) is not separable, we have that for some Q, depending 
on the particular choice of r(x)/s(x), 
> deg s(z) + K7, 
where K7 is effectively computable. (If ~(y, x) is separable, we would have 
> k(deg 4.4) + K7.) 
But now maxj {ord (w(z) - Oi)> may be effectively bounded from above, 
so we may effectively bound ord (w(x) -r(x)/+)) for all such r(x)/s(z) by 
a positive constant Ks. Note that the minimal polynomial for w(z) has 
degree n> k= deg, ~(y, z), so no f$= w(x). Also in case above we have 
substituted y-i for y the minimal polynomial for (w(z))-1 has degree n > I% 
so no t$= (w(z))-1. In this latter case, we have that if 
+“(4 - #0, ord 
e4 
whence generally, ord (w(x) -r(x)/+)) < Ks + 2 ord (w(z)) < Ks for an ef- 
fectively computable constant KS independent of r(z) and s(x). If we had 
to multiply y by a polynomial u(z) above to ensure that ~(y, x) is monk 
then we really have now ord (u(z)w(z)-r(z)/s(z))< Kg, or ord (w(z) - 
-r(z)/(u(z)s(x))) <Kg+ deg U(Z) for all solutions r(x)/zc(x)s(x) in E(x) of 
our original differential equation. This proves Theorem III assuming that 
n is the actual degree of the minimal polynomial for w(z). 
We would be through if we could effectively bound from above deg, t(y, z) 
for every t(y, z) E K[y, z] which divides q(y, z), since then we could compute 
our bounds on ord (w(z) -r(z)/@)) f or all of the finite number of possi- 
bilities of deg, and deg, of the minimal polynomial for w(x). Without 
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any loss of generality we may assume that q(y, x) is manic, so p(y, x) = 
=rry& (Y-V5), f or some 1 <nl G n. We would be through if we could 
effectively bound each ord vj from below. But clearly each ord q.32 - 
- (deg, 4(x, y)). This proves Theorem III. 
PROOP OF THE COROLLARY OF PROOF OF THEOREM III. By Lemma IV 
of [5] we see that if we establish the second assertion in our Corollary, 
the fist assertion follows. To prove the second assertion follow the 
argument in the proof of Theorem III until the place where an effective 
upper bound on each ord (r(x)/s(z)-05) is needed (and every r(x)/s(x) is 
also a solution of our differential equation). Now 
ord @WWM 4(+4/44)’ 
- aW)/W9 4 -2#5> zP5) + 4@5,4) 
= ord (4(e5, x)) < + 9 she MY, 4, a(~, 2)) = 1. 
One may use this fact, along with an easily obtained effective upper bound 
on ord (s(&, x)), to effectively bound from above 
ord $$ -(j5 , 
( > 
since one may obtain an effective lower bound on ord (@i, x), involving 
which goes to +oo as 
ord 8-01 
( > 
tends to +oo. This proves the Corollary. 
SECTION II 
PROOF OF THEOREM IV. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that 1 and y each belong to (JJe(y)} since y has denomination 1 G I? Set 
m (Y)l= {Y I3 (Y/)1 ” 1 JIrk (Y)). 
Let the zeros of q(y, x) be denoted by WJ(Z), l< jgn, with w(x) = w&). 
Set w,+r(x)=y. Consider the matrix consisting of all of the elements 
and all k, with j being the row parameter. Pick out each n+ 1 by n+ 1 
submatrix of the above matrix. Set A = det (W+(X)), 1 gjgn and 1 <t+ 
+ 1 (n, and multiply A times the determinant of each submatrix. This 
gives us a collection of differential polynomials with coefficients in K(x), 
since every interchange of the W&Z), 1 <j<n, multiplies each determinant 
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by - 1. Multiplying through by effectively computable powers of 
(ral q,(wj(z), x)) and a,(z), the coefficient of yn in q(y, x), we will obtain 
differential polynomials over K[z]. We may effectively bound from above 
the degrees of the coefficient polynomials. By Lemma IV of [5] we have 
proven our theorem for all r(z) and s(z), except for those ti(s)=r(t)/s(z) 
which are zeros of all of these differential polynomials. We shall show 
that under the conditions of our theorem the only common zeros in E(z) 
of these differential polynomials belong to a finite set of rational functions 
U(Z) for which ord (w(x)-U(Z)) may be effectively bounded from above. 
This will prove our theorem. 
If U(X) is a zero of all of these polynomials we have, upon putting y = u(x) 
in our matrix above a matrix of rank less than n+ 1. Since the fTk (y) 
span K(z)[y]/q(y, Z) over K(z) there must exist a matrix with entries in 
K(z) such that, multiplying above on the right by this latter matrix we 
obtain a matrix which contains as an 12 by 12 submatrix (w+(z)), 1 <j<n 
and l<t+l<n. 
Thus the rank is exactly 12 and one may apply Cramer’s rule to solve 
for a collection of cj(z) in K(z, WI(Z), . . . . w,(s)) such that each 
- - 
Z: c5(z) ITk twitz)) = TTk (Mx))- 
i 
Notice that each c,(x) stays invarient under every interchange of two 
WB(X)‘s in which neither value of L is j, since the numerator and denomi- 
nator each change by a multiplicative factor of - 1. Multiplying through 
the numerator and denominator by the present denominator gives a new 
denominator, in K(x). The new numerator may be written as an element 
of qq[w&), . . . . w,(x)] which is symmetric in the w&)‘s with k# j. This 
means that using only t7te equation p(y, x)(y-w&))-i=O we may write 
the numerator, and hence the quotient, as a linear combination over 
K(z), of 1, w&Z), . ..) wjn-l(x)+ 
If we interchange w,(z) and wf,(x) before using the formula above for cj(z) 
we obtain, after performing an interchange of columns in both determinants, 
Cramer’s formula for q,(z). On the other hand not interchanging the 
columns and using only the equation p(y, x)(y - wfI(x))-l=O to simplify 
we obtain a linear combination of 1, wi,(x), . .., Wan-’ with the same 
coefficients as in the expression of c&) in powers of 1, w&), . . . . w?-‘(x). 
Thus the C&Z) look like 
la-1 
c&9 = ,F, d&4 WA4 = s d4 TIk (w(4) 
for collections of elements of E(z), dl(x) and ek(z). If x:i &(x) yl=O then 
each Q(Z) = 0 and, since some nk (y) equals y, we have from the formula 
&Q(X) nk (w&))= nl~ (u(z)) that zc(z)=O. Since we have, by hypothesis, 
an upper bound on ord (WI(X)) we are through in this case. Set 
ttY3 4 = (4(Y, 4, x2 dZc4YZ) and s(y, x) = q(y, x)/t(y, x). Then setting 
&= deg, s(y, z) we see that dl> 1. 
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There must exist a collection of /k(x) E x(x) such that 
(5 ek(4 JJk k-.&)))(~ fkW I& (Y(z))) G l 
modulo (s(y, 2)). Now 
; f&) Ilk (44) = T &) ‘; fk(4 I-b (w&4)) = 
= T (F ekl(4 I&, b-44)) CT M4 I% (w&4)) = 4. 
Let X denote the set of subscripts of all w&) such that s(wi(z), x)= 0. 
Then 
by the previous formula. We note that by hypothesis di can not equal 
zero. This means that u(x) looks like dil zjES wi(x), where S has cardnality 
di + 0 (mod p). We may effectively compute upper bounds on the degrees 
in y and x of a polynomial in K[y, x] which has among its zeros each 
wk(s) -&I zjES WJ(Z), for all 1 <cZi <m with (&, p) = 1. Thus we may 
effectively bound ord of each of these roots, including each of the wk(x) - 
-d;’ xias w*(z), from below and use this to bound ord of each w&)- 
-G-l SES wj(x) from above, by recalling that the product of all of the 
nonzero roots is a rational function having ord at most equal to the degree 
in x of our polynomial in K[y, x]. This proves Theorem IV. 
PROOF OF TEEOREM V. Our proof consists of using the proof of 
Theorem III of [5] with now not just the bound on the “diophantine 
approximation” of roots of Z(u, x) obtained in Theorem I of [5] but also 
the Theorems of this paper. The only point of departure is that one must 
now treat the case in which Z(u, x) has at least one rational zero, since 
Z(u, x) is no longer irreducible, as it was in [5]. There is no trouble, even 
in this case unless Z(r(z)/.s(x), 2) =O, since ord (Q(Z)/&) -4+(x)) Q 
G deg s(x) + deg si(x) < deg s(z) + deg, Z(u, x) where r&)/s&) #r(z)/+) is 
a zero of Z(u, z) and (Q(Z), a(z))= 1. If Z(r(z)/s(x), x)=0 set X=Tr(z) and 
Y = 7’s(x) in h(X, Y, z) = 0. Unless this vanishes identically in T we may, 
likewise, obtain effective bounds on any solutions T E %?[z]. If we do 
obtain zero identically then writing h(X, Y, z) as 21 hj(X, Y, z) where 
each hj(X, Y, x) is homogeneous of degree j in X and Y, we see that each 
hj(Tr(x), Ts(x), x) = 0 is equivalent to every hi(X, Y, x) vanishes at 
XY-i=r(x)/s(z). Applying Gauss’s Lemma, we are through. 
COROLLARY OF PROOF OF THEOREM V. IfD~Z(r(x)/s(x),z)#O the proof 
is essentially as in Theorem III of [5]. If D’Z(r(s)/a(z), z) = 0 then deg T(Z) 
and deg s(z) are bounded by deg, I( Y’Y-1, x) + y, if (r(z), s(z)) = 1. As in 
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the proof of Theorem V, we may effectively bound the degrees of T E if[z] 
such that X = Tr(x) and Y = Ts(z) is a zero of 7t(X, Y, z), unless s(z)X- 
-r(s) Y divides h(X, Y, x). This proves the Corollary. 
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